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FUNCTIONS HAVING APPLICATION TO SPEC^'f PROB-
LEMS IN HEAT CONDUcViON,
SECTION I,
cL(2
Consider the solid .bounded by the plane x=^0 and ex-
tending to > infinity • in the positive direction of the axis of x.
Such a solid in termed a semi-^inf inite solid. Fourier has shown *
that
.
if the plane x— O is kept at temperature and if the ini-
tial temperature of the solid be denoted by V, a constant, then
the temperature v at any time t at a distance x from the plane
x= is given by the equation
^
whe-^e k is a constant depending upon the nature of the conduct-
ing substance, f/iore exactly
C A
where k is the conductivity, c the specific heat, and r the
density of the substance. Putting k= 1 and V^=l and
* See Carslaw's courier* s Series and Integrals, p. 224.

consider the function
The dependent var>iable in the above equation gives the
value of the temperature at any point at a distance x f^oia the
plane x = after a tiine t where the initial temperature was
unity and the tempe^^ature is kept at at the plane x— 0. ;^.o
far we have restricted ourselves to positive values of x but
s ince
we may consider
for both positive and negative values of x only when x is neg-
ative the initial temperature must be considei^ed negative unity






The surf?-ce becomes imaginary for negative values of t
and moreover t must always.be considered positive from the very
nature of the problem.
If ^(0,0) be defined equal to the function will be
continuous in t alone but not in x alone, i. e.,. if^ ( , ) -
the curves^ (x„t) are continuous but we can not definey(0,0)
so as to make'M:he curves { x, t,) continuous.
If we confine out" path of approach to the origin to
— n-px. /X/
where m and n are any two ^-eal numbers and . bea-^ing in mind that
(T as well as t must.be considered positive it is readily shown
that
The physical meaning of this locus is that it gives the
temperature at any point whose distance from the plane x=
varies with the time, 'in particular
gives the position at which a thermometer must.be applied to
remain at a constant temperature
The ^ ' is what Forbes has called * the statical rate of
heating or cooling and reaches a maximum or minimum at the times
t satisfying the following equation




The solutions a^^e t - , +00 , or The first two give the value
b
Of t for which
as we might have expected since it takes heat considerable time
to travel along out" solid but when once 'it is heated to the
"steady state", i. e,
,
when t-eo we also have no ^^ise 0^ fall
in temperature as the time • increases. The last however 'is of
especial interest for^ it is at the point where x =f6t that the
rate of cooling o^^ heating ceases to increase and. begins to
decrease. The cu:^ve t-xjis the locus of inflect ions of the
curves v-j^(x,t). This happens to.be one of the particular classes
of curves already discussed, viz, t=^ nf'lxrwhe^e m^^J^and n= 2
and
6
hence when the temperatu:^e at any point ---eaches this constant
value the statical rate of cooling ceases to increase and. begins
to decrease.
The 1^ after any time t. is the ^ate of fall or rise of
temperature as we proceed at a uniform speed along the lines
in the positive direction parallel to the x axis. It is called
the temperature gradient at the point x . Now since
i
The rate of change of the temperature gradient as we proceed
uniformly along lines parallel to the axis of x-is at these
two points.
The model of this surface is shown ' in Figure I. The

curve cut out on the surface by any plane x= x„ viz., v^^(x,,t)
gives the temper-ature at any point in the plane x-x, at the time
t/While any section. by the plane t- t, or v-^(x,t,), gives the
temperature at the time t, of points at a distance x from the
plane x = j. When x,- the cu^ve ^ ' x^, t ). becomes the t axis.
The funct ion 1/
—
^ { x , t ) Fou'^ier has shown * also gives the
temperature v at any time t at a distance x from one ertd of a rod
of finite c^oss section,, extending to infinity 'in the positive
'direction of the axis of x and with no external '^adiation, > initial
temperature unity, end .kept at temperature 0,and k as defined
above being taken equal to unity. Such a ^odis termed a semi-
infinite rod.





^ dy Jo JL^
rfr
G gives the temperature gradient at time t at any point
whose distance from the plane x^O-is x in a semi-mfmite solid
or semi-infinite rod with no external ^^{(jiation where the plane
x-O'is kept at temperature 0, V^. being the initial temperature
and K as. before a constant depending on the nature of the con-








If we define^ (0,0)- the function will.be continuous
mx alone
. but ' it ' is ' impossible to define i it ^ in such a way that

nill make 'it continuous in t alone..
Let us again as 'in the previous section confine our path






at x-0, a maximum, 0^ at x-+oo, a minii/ium.
at X ^tfiro"*^ X - t «=o
at t=i 2x'; a maximum, t-0, a minimum, o^ t-+=o, a minimum.
at t-0, t=^^, or t= ( 2±2,r6)xT'
The locus of the maxima of the curves G-/^(x„t)
-is the
same as the locus of the inflections of the curves G=/{x t).
The p-^ojection' of the locus of • inflections of the curves G=^(7^,tl
consists of two parabolas whose equations a^^e








If now on the surface of Section I we confine our path
of app-poach to the origin to
we have
' rn Jo jL-f^
which is not a plane curve, also








•W gives the time "^ate of change of the teFiper-ature
gradient as well as the rate of change of the "statical rate
of cooling or heating" as we recede. uniformly from the plane
x-O along lines parallel to the:x axis at all points at a
distance
. X fT^om the plane. x-Oi in a serei^mf inite solid or semi-
' infinite rod with no external
-"^adiation after a time t, where
and k have the same meaning as
>
in the previous section. Take
and k both equal to 1, then
w ^ ^ \ 3=- .
Putting
If we define f (0,0)^ the function will .be continuous
•
in X alone. but it is not possibl e to define - it so that it will
.be continuous
.
in t alone. Confining our path of approach to the







at x-0, a mmimuiTi, x-+co, a nn.lnimum, or x = ir6t, a maximum.
at x^ioo, 0^ x^^Y^T
2.
at t — 0, a minimum, t-+»o, a minimum, or t^ (';ii5.)xT a maxiiauii.
or minimum according as the lower or uppe^ sign is taken.
at t-0, t--ho, or at values ot t satisfying the equation
It will be observed that the locus oi the maxima of the
curves w=f(x,,t) is the same as the locus of inflect ions of the

Icurves w- f(x,t,). The equation of the projection oi the locus
of inflections of the curves w-:f(x,, t) upon the plane w-O is












If z(0,0) is defined equal to J then the function. is
continuous in x alone but
> it
^ is > impossible to define, it so that
'it shall br-^ continuous in y alone.
Consider the path of appr-oach to the origin





at x=0, a maximum, or.x:^±o^, a minimum, y>0
-'I




O at y ^ 0+, a minimum, y--f»oa maximum, or y--=<p, a rainiJuiii
j-r^= o at y-Ot y-~±'0, or y- xT 'I
The iocus of
'
inflect ions of the curves z^: z( x,y,) > is
and of the curves z= z (x,,y) is
but
The model of this surface is shown m Fi.^zure IV. The
section cut out on this surface. by the plane y-c,a constant,
gives the probability cur^ve. If c^l this function becomes the





FUNCTIONS OF THF TYPE
We shall discuss m this chapter the general function
and five special cases. In all but Case V we shall content our-
selves by givmo- only such computations as will enable the





















If we restrict our patli of approach to the origin to
y — mv(x) where m is any constant, then
and It, IS clear that C%]'^ ^-[^^p^ /
but
CA3E IV
u ( X , y ) - X
v(x,y)=^ y
d u ^-r^. (7
^^^^ (A^^r^'-)H y - J
Putting n- 2, dividing by 2, and rotating the sur>face
through -90° we have
Fo^:^ the discussion of this surface the reader ^ is referred
to Cr. Lytle's Bachelo^^s Thesis, University of Illinois, 1901 on
"Double Limits". The model of this surface wasfi^st constructed










Confine our- path of arproacii to the origin to
then
If we define z(0,0) = the function is evidently contin-
uous 'in. x alone and y alone. JJow
at x = 0,+^, or at values of x satisfying the eauation yiie"'''





at y-±<=^,o^ y^i e".^^
at y-0, yr±^, 0^ y=tf^ e '^"'^^
The locii of the !naxi;na of the cu-'^ves - z~ z( x,y,) and
z-z(x^,y) a-'^e ' identical . They a-'^e
2-
The locus of the minima of the same cu^-ves is
The locus of ' inflections of the curves z ^ z( x,y) ^ is
and the projection upon 4he plane, z-0 of the locus of inflectioni
Of the curves z^z{x,y^) is
This functioniis one of the following series of functions
which shov^ the discontinuity at the origin along curves of in-











Suppose we wish to model the surface
We first make the transfo'^mat ion
then









for values of and y,' at
intervals of I. cm. or so. Cut out and cut one set of plates iialf way
from top to. bottom and the other half way from bottoir: to top at
the same chosen
> intervals. Slide together so as to give a honey-
comb outline of the surface. Fill with wax, put a tin. border
around the surface, cast and when hard withdraw.
The model shown - in Figure V was constructed
. by this method
but it proved to.be quite expensive in the end and rMri r.ot give
satisfacto^^y results as Method II.
METHOD II.
Suppose again that
'is the equation of the negative of the surface Qf which we wish a
model. Trace the curve
^
^(x,',y), on one side, and the curve,

z'-yUx^y cm. ,y) on the other side of a board (preferably yellow
poplar) as wide as the model is to be and S cm, thick. Cut to
both lines and obtain the portion of the surface included. between the
planes x= x,' and x= x',-^i cm.. In this manner obtain the rest of
the surface by sections which when put together will give the
negative cf the su^-face sought. The curves z'=^(y/,y,') might just
as well have. been chosen, the choice depending upon the .natu-^e of
the surface under consideration. Enclose in a box open at both
ends and the sides screwed together so that they may be easily
removed. The 'inside cross section of the box is the same as the
cross section of the base of our model, ooap the surface and
sides of the. box thoroughly, cast, remove first the sides of the
box and then the wooden sections one at a tine. :
The curves are best traced on coordinate paper first and
then transferr>ed to the wood. '
When the model is thoroughly dry give a coat of enamel.
When this is thoroughly d^y give another coat.
All the curves on the suriaces, which were plane curves,
were first scratched by means of a surface plate and surface
guage. These curves were then retraced ^ in ink and the surface
varnished over.






Following are the computations of the surfaces discussed
in this thesis as well as that of the surface
which gives the temperature of any point 'in a semi^infinite solid
or semi- infinite rod with.no external radiation at a distance, x,
from the plane, x~0, at time, t, initial temperature 0, the plane
x-0, kept at temperature and k defined as in Part I, Chapter I,
Section I. lii the computations k was taken equal to. 1.
Below is a table of the scale of plotting
Function Unit for dependent Unit for 'independent Dimensions of
variable variables base
h Jo^ •^'^ /3> ' - 8 cm. 2 cm. 12 cm. \ 12 cm.
^^f^ jCf^^f^--'^^ cm. 2 cm. 12 cm. X 12 cm.
A^^f^^^'^^.-^V^^.IO cm. 2 cm. 12 cm. % 12 cm.
2 cm. • 2 cm. 12 cm. K l2 cm.
7^j,7 25/8 in. i'in 5 in. K 5 in.




Barlow, "Squares, Cubes, Square Roots, Cube Roots, Reciprocals,
Burgess' _Tables.
*
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Copies of tlie plates used in tl~sis thesis may be had
any time by addressing
L, J« Schaudt,
Urbana,
IllinGis.



